
Climate Change: 
Urgency and Solutions



HEADLINES

Climate change 
stories are in the 
news every week.



Washington Post—
Kaiser Family Foundation Poll, 2019



CNN released this PEW poll in May of 
2021.

More than 18,000 people in 17 
developed economies were polled 
about their concerns around the 
climate.

The poll suggests a growing 
awareness of the impacts of climate 
change with 72% concerned that the 
climate crisis would personally harm 
them at some point in their lifetime.



Greenhouse Gases Are Changing The Climate

Some heat can 
escape. But excess 
CO2 and other 
gases in the 
atmosphere trap 
heat, keeping the 
earth warm.

Some sunlight that 
hits the earth is 
reflected, and some 
becomes heat.



More Greenhouse Gases Lead To A Warmer 
Planet

The five warmest years ever on record have 
occurred in the past five years.

The 20 warmest years in recorded history 
have occurred in the past 22 years.



What We’re Up Against

● Record-setting temperatures
● More extreme weather events
● Rising sea levels
● Greater health problems
● Increasing ocean temperatures









How Long Do We Have?

The IPCC reports we 
have only until 
2030 to cut global 
emissions by 45%, 
and we must get to 
net zero by 2050.



We (individuals, industries, 
governments) simply need to 

spend the effort to scale them 
up.

According to the Climate Reality 
Project…

We have the solutions!



Renewables are growing and getting 
cheaper



There is progress in energy storage



Electric vehicle market is booming



Energy efficiency is improving
and saving money



Changes in agriculture, conserving carbon in 
the soil…

Methane capture…
Alternatives to fossil fuel-based plastic…

Alternatives to food waste…
More corporations, cities, and states 
planning for 100% renewable future…

There is more…



“Active hope is a practice; it involves becoming 
active participants in bringing about what we 

hope for.”
–Joanna Macy

Hope



Active Hope 
Spiral

● Gratitude
● Honoring pain
● New perception
● Going forth



BREAKOUT ROOMS 1

• After viewing Chasing Coral and/or participating in climate change 
discussions, what 3 adjectives come to mind when you think about the 
world our children and grandchildren may inherit? 

• In light of the spiral of gratitude and Joanna Macy’s idea that 
Active Hope is a practice,  what are two things that make you feel 
glad to be alive? What is one way you can practice gratitude each 
day? 


